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Abstract
Producing dynamic ruptures in the laboratory allows us to study fundamental characteristics of interface dynamics. Our labora-
tory earthquake experimental setup has been successfully used to reproduce a number of dynamic rupture phenomena, including
supershear transition, bimaterial effect, and pulse-like rupture propagation. However, previous diagnostics, based on
photoelasticity and laser velocimeters, were not able to quantify the full-field behavior of dynamic ruptures and, as a conse-
quence, many key rupture features remained obscure. Here we report on our dynamic full-field measurements of displacement,
velocities, strains and strain rates associated with the spontaneous propagation of shear ruptures in the laboratory earthquake
setup. These measurements are obtained by combining ultrahigh-speed photography with the digital image correlation (DIC)
method, enhanced to capture displacement discontinuities. Images of dynamic shear ruptures are taken at 1-2 million frames/s
over several sizes of the field of view and analyzed with DIC to produce a sequence of evolving full-field maps. The imaging area
size is selected to either capture the rupture features in the far field or to focus on near-field structures, at an enhanced spatial
resolution. Simultaneous velocimeter measurements on selected experiments verify the accuracy of the DIC measurements.
Owing to the increased ability of our measurements to resolve the characteristic field structures of shear ruptures, we have
recently been able to observe rupture dynamics at an unprecedented level of detail, including the formation of pressure and shear
shock fronts in viscoelastic materials and the evolution of dynamic friction.
Keywords Dynamic shear rupture . Ultrahigh-speed photography . Digital image correlation . Full-field imaging . Earthquake
sourcemechanics
Introduction
Earthquakes occur as dynamic frictional ruptures along pre-
existing interfaces (or faults) in the Earth’s crust. In our labora-
tory, earthquakes are mimicked by dynamic rupture propagat-
ing along the inclined frictional interface separating two pieces
of analog material, Homalite-100, pre-stressed in compression
and shear [1, 2] (Fig. 1). Studies of dynamic ruptures using
earlier versions of this setup have addressed a number of im-
portant issues in earthquake dynamics, such as confirming the
possibility of supershear transition (Fig. 2(a)), that is rupture
propagation at speeds faster than the shear wave, demonstrating
the change of rupture mode from crack-like to pulse-like with
decreasing fault pre-stress, investigating the importance of the
bimaterial effect for the rupture speed and directivity, and study-
ing rupture interaction with the free surface [1–8]. However,
these previous studies were unable to provide full-field map-
ping of displacements, velocities, strains and strain rates during
rupture propagation. In those studies, the diagnostics used to
capture the rupture behavior were based either on temporally
accurate but spatially sparse laser velocimeter measurements or
on temporally sparse full-field photoelastic images, which re-
corded the maximum shear stress field. Our first step towards
spatially continuous mapping was to quantify the static full-
field displacements and strains of arrested ruptures [9].
Here we present dynamic measurements capable of resolv-
ing the spatial and temporal features of shear ruptures in our
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laboratory earthquake setup, using ultrahigh-speed photogra-
phy combined with digital image correlation, enhanced to
capture displacement discontinuities on the interface (Fig. 1).
This metrological advance allows us to make the leap from
qualitative observations of key rupture features, such as that of
shear Mach cones in supershear ruptures with photoelasticity
(Fig. 2(a)), to fully quantitative field measurements (Fig.
2(b)). It also allows us to observe and quantify new features
that were undetectable by previously used diagnostics, such as
the evolution of dynamic friction coefficient [10] and pressure
shock fronts [11]. An example of selected snapshots of dis-
placement, velocity and shear stress full-field maps, obtained
Fig. 1 Schematics of the laboratory earthquake experiment. Dynamic shear ruptures spontaneously evolve along the frictional interface, inclined at an
angle α, of two Homalite plates under a static prestress load P. Ruptures are initiated by the small burst of a NiCr wire placed across the interface and
connected to a capacitor bank. In previous versions of this setup, coherent laser light was transmitted through the stress-birefringent specimen and
collected by a gated-intensified high-speed camera to produce a sequence of photoelastic images of the propagating rupture. In the current version, white
light produced by a flash light source is reflected by the specimen’s surface and captured by a low-noise high-speed camera, typically at 1-2 million
frames/s. The portion of the specimen to be imaged, the field of view, is coated by a flat white paint and decorated by a characteristic speckle pattern. The
two fields of view discussed in the text are shown in the schematics. Next, the textured images are processed by digital image correlation algorithms to
produce a temporal sequence of full-field displacement maps. The displacement fields are then post-processed to produce velocity, strain, strain rate, and
stress maps. The displacement sequence is modified from [10]
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Fig. 2 From photoelasticity to ultrahigh-speed digital image correlation. Maximum shear stress for a supershear crack-like rupture obtained with (a)
photoelasticity (modified from [3]) and (b) digital image correlation. The test in (a) is conducted with P = 15 MPa and α = 25°, the test in (b) with P =
23 MPa and α = 29°. The two snapshots are taken at t = 20 μs and t = 44.5 μs after nucleation, respectively. Photoelasticity is sensitive to the maximum
shear stress and allows observing qualitative rupture features; digital image correlation enables quantification of individual components of displacements,
strains and stresses and better characterization of the full-field rupture behavior
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with the ultrahigh-speed digital image correlation for one of
the ruptures studied here, is shown in Fig. 3.
Digital image correlation is an optical technique that pro-
duces full-field measurements of displacements by analyzing
digital images containing a characteristic grey-level content
[12, 13]. This technique can be used to measure 2D or 3D
displacement fields. Here we use its 2D version. In 2D-DIC,
surfaces are assumed to be planar and perpendicular to the
camera axis and displacements are assumed to be in-plane,
to minimize perspective distortions [12, 13]. Digital image
correlation algorithms determine the displacement field pro-
viding the best match between a reference and a deformed
image. Correlation algorithms can have either local or global
approaches [14, 15]. In the local approaches, to regularize the
non-uniqueness of the pixel-by-pixel correlation problem, the
image matching is performed considering small windows, or
Bsubsets^, separated by a distance, referred to as Bstep^, which
can be less than half a subset size, i.e. subsets can overlap [12,
16, 17]. In the global approaches, the pattern matching is
performed globally, typically using the finite element method
[18, 19], which allows enforcing compatibility of the displace-
ment field. In recent years, full-field measurements enabled by
DIC have been performed across a wide spectrum of applica-
tions (e.g. [12, 20]). Most common digital image correlation
approaches assume continuous displacement fields and cannot
capture discontinuous fields associated with cracks or rup-
tures. Several techniques have been developed to deal with
discontinuous displacement fields [21–27], however most ap-
proaches require applying constraints involving a theoretical
interpretation of the experiment, limiting the range of applica-
bility to cases where the theoretical assumptions are valid. In
our work, we use the commercial DIC software Vic-2D
(Correlated Solutions, Inc.) enhanced to resolve displace-
ments along an interface featuring a displacement jump (see
BDigital image correlation of dynamic shear ruptures^).
A significant metrological challenge in quantifying the full-
field behavior of shear ruptures is due to the time- and length-
scales involved in the rupture process. Spontaneously propa-
gating shear ruptures with the speeds in excess of 2 km/s
require a minimum temporal sampling of the order of 1-2
million frames/s to capture their temporal evolution, as well
as an adequate spatial sampling to resolve their features. In the
last decade or so, high-speed digital image correlation appli-
cations have increased [28–37], but their development has
been limited by the high-speed camera technologies available.
A key requirement for the digital images to be analyzed with
DIC is their low noise level [38–43]. This requirement, togeth-
er with that of adequate spatial and temporal resolution, makes
high-speed camera selection not a trivial task. A high-speed
camera survey of only a few years ago [39] reveals that
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Fig. 3 Full-field quantification of
a dynamic rupture.
Experimentally determined
snapshots of (a) interface-parallel
displacement, (b) interface-
parallel velocity, and (c) shear
stress caused by a supershear
rupture (P = 23 MPa, α = 29°).
Displacement time-histories are
produced by processing the se-
quence of ultrahigh-speed images
with digital image correlation and
by employing the symmetry-
adjustment procedure described
in the text. Velocity fields are
computed as the displacements
time derivatives. The strain fields
(not shown here) are obtained by
spatial derivatives of the dis-
placement fields. The stress com-
ponents are computed using linear
elastic plane-stress constitutive
equations with the dynamic
Young’s modulus of Homalite to
account for its strain-rate depen-
dent behavior
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cameras with a frame rate above 1 million frames/s, referred to
as ultrahigh-speed cameras, can achieve a high spatial resolu-
tion (in the megapixel range) but typically have a low record
length and rather high electronic noise levels, while cameras
that can attain a large number of recorded frames can do so at a
low sampling rate. Recent advances in high-speed camera
technologies have enabled a higher number of recorded
frames in the ultrahigh-speed range [44]. While the spatial
resolution of these cameras is still limited, their low noise level
makes them good candidates for DIC [32, 35].
Ultrahigh-speed photography combined with digital image
correlation tailored to capture dynamic ruptures has allowed
us to discover new phenomena. We have recently been able to
visualize two sets of shock fronts, pressure and shear, emanat-
ing at the tip of very fast, spontaneously propagating, super-
shear ruptures; this previously unexplored phenomenon was
found to be related to the viscoelasticity of the material [11].
While shear shock fronts were expected at the tips of
supershear ruptures and have indeed been observed before
experimentally using photoelasticity (e.g. [1, 7, 45, 46] and
Fig. 2(a);), pressure shock fronts were not thought to be pos-
sible. Resolving full-field quantities that are sensitive to the
dilatation/compression, such as velocity and volumetric strain
rate fields, has enabled us to image pressure shock fronts and
attribute their formation to the high strain-rate sensitivity of
the polymers inducing a spatially heterogeneous material stiff-
ening [11]. Another recent development in the study of dy-
namic ruptures, enabled by our ultrahigh-speed DIC method,
is the ability to track the time evolution of dynamic friction at
any point along an interface traversed by a propagating rup-
ture and thus to monitor its dependence on relevant quantities
such as slip, slip rate, and normal stress [10]. The measured
transient friction response can be used to validate and inform
friction laws that are a key input in numerical simulations of
earthquake ruptures.
The outline of the present paper is as follows. We start
by describing the experimental setup, including the labo-
ratory earthquake experiment, the ultrahigh-speed diag-
nostics, the digital image correlation approach, and the
post-processing procedure to turn the displacement fields
into velocity, strain, and strain rate fields. We then discuss
characteristics of the full-field structure at the vicinity of a
dynamically growing shear rupture. In particular, the
question we aim to answer is: what is the best selection
of experimental parameters (such as field of view, speckle
pattern etc.) and analysis parameters (such as the subset
size) to accurately resolve the spatial and temporal fea-
tures of dynamic ruptures? We anticipate that the selection
depends on whether we prioritize the imaging of rupture
features in the far field or achieving a high level of accu-
racy in a small area very near the rupture tip. Finally, we
discuss the error analysis that allows us to select the op-
timal speckle pattern that minimizes the measurement
uncertainties, among the infinitely many alternative
speckle patterns.
The Laboratory Earthquake Experiment
The laboratory earthquake setup reproduces the main features of
a fault in the Earth’s crust loaded in compression and shear by the
frictionally held interface of twoHomalite quadrilateral plates [2]
(Fig. 1). Specimens are obtained by cutting square plates of
Homalite-100, with the dimensions 200 mm × 200 mm ×
10 mm, using computer-numerical-control (CNC) milling, and
producing an interface of inclination angle α (Fig. 1). To obtain
consistent surface roughness and repeatability of the dynamic
frictional rupture experiments, the following protocol is ob-
served: (i) the mating surfaces of the specimen are polished to
a near-optical grade finish; this procedure erases anymanufactur-
ingmarks due to the CNC cutting; (ii) the surfaces are roughened
by employing a micro-bead blasting procedure with abrasive
glass media having diameters in the range of 104-211 μm [10,
46]; (iii) new test specimens are used in every test. The specimen
assembly is mounted in a rig, positioned in a hydraulic servo-
controlled loadingmachine, and compressed with a uniaxial load
P (Fig. 1). It is possible to regulate the level of shear τ0 =P sinα
cosα and normal σ0 =Pcos
2α pre-stress on the fault by control-
ling the applied loading P and by setting the inclination angle α.
The non-dimensional pre-stress is given by τ0/σ0 = tan α.
Dynamic ruptures are nucleated by a local pressure release pro-
vided by a rapid expansion of a NiCr wire filament due to an
electrical discharge.
One important aspect of our laboratory earthquake setup is
that it allows us to produce well-developed dynamic ruptures
in samples of tens of centimeters, instead of several meters as
would be required for natural rocks [47]. This is enabled by
the use of Homalite as analogue material, which has a signif-
icantly (~20 times) lower shear modulus compared to rocks.
The lower shear modulus significantly decreases all relevant
critical length scales, such as the rupture nucleation size need-
ed for dynamic rupture growth [48].
Developing Ultrahigh-speed Digital Image
Correlation to Capture Dynamic Shear
Ruptures
Surface Patterning for Image Matching
In order to provide a characteristic pattern for image matching
to the transparent Homalite sample, the specimen’s surface is
first coated with a uniform layer of Krylon® flat white paint
for plastics and then a random black-speckle pattern is applied
to the area to be imaged with a dot-on-dot technique (Fig. 4).
The speckle patterns shown in Fig. 4 minimize the
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measurement error, based on a comparative analysis of several
alternative patterns (see section BCharacterization of the
Measurements Error^ and Fig. 18). The target speckle size is
3-6 pixels [12], since this size compromises between resolving
sharp displacement gradients, which is achieved with a small
speckle size and avoiding aliasing due to under-sampling of
the pattern, which occurs when too small speckles are used. In
order to be consistently in the range of 3-6 pixels, we adjust
the size of the speckles according to the dimension of the field
of view. The average feature size is 3-4 and 5-6 pixels for the
images of Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively.
High-Speed Diagnostics
The high-speed setup features an ultra high-speed camera sys-
tem (Shimadzu HPV-X), capable of recording up to 10million
frames per second, a high-voltage capacitor (Cordin 640) to
discharge the NiCr wire and nucleate the rupture, and a high-
speed white light source system with two light heads (Cordin
605) (Fig. 1). In selected experiments, we use the well-
developed technique of laser velocimetry [46, 49] to verify
the accuracy of the full-field DICmeasurements by comparing
the velocity time-histories at corresponding locations. The
Cordin flash, used in its brightest setting, ramps up to the
maximum light intensity within 100 μs and maintains a con-
stant level for about 1 ms. To ensure stable light intensity, the
flash is triggered 200 μs ahead of the discharge of the NiCr
wire. The HPV-X high-speed camera is triggered in synchro-
nous with the trigger for the wire discharge, or with a delay,
depending on the position of the imaging area with respect to
the rupture nucleation site. In our experiments, the camera
records a sequence of 128 images of the patterns distorted
by the propagating rupture with a resolution of 400 × 250
pixels2, at temporal sampling ranging from 1 to 2 million
frames/s, depending on the experiment, and exposure time
of 200 ns.
The HPV-X camera is equipped with prime telephoto
lenses, with focal lengths of 105 mm (Nikon Micro-Nikkor
105 mm f/2.8, for larger fields of view) or 200 mm (Nikon AF
Micro-Nikkor 200 mm f/4D IF-ED, for smaller fields of
view), depending on the field of view (Table 1). A long-
distance microscope (model Infinity K2 DistaMax™) is used
for the smallest field of view. The camera is mounted on a
precision rotation stage (Arca-Swiss C1 Cube), capable of
three-axis rotation, which allows us to position the camera
axis perpendicular to the specimen’s surface and tilt the cam-
era at an angle α to align the pixels of the camera sensor with
the specimen’s interface. The geared head is in turn mounted
on a system of precision translation stages, which allows us to
align the camera with the location of the field of view on the
specimen. The assembly is fixed on a rail system, which runs
in the direction perpendicular to the specimen and enables
adjustment of the camera distance from the specimen, depend-
ing on lens used and the field of view.
Selection of the High-Speed Camera for Dynamic
Digital Image Correlation
The high-speed camera system is the keystone of a dynamic
digital image correlation setup. The dynamic events produced
in our laboratory setup last 60-120 μs, so to capture the evo-
lution of our dynamic ruptures, the high-speed camera needs
to have a frame rate on the order of 1-2 million frames/s (fps),
with ideally a large number of recorded frames (e.g. 100
Table 1 Fields of view (FOV) analyzed in this study. The Shimadzu
HPV-X camera is equippedwith prime lenses of 105mmor 200mm focal
distance, or a long distance microscope lens (Infinity K2 DistaMax™).
The camera distance from the specimen is adjusted depending on the size
of the area to be imaged. In the text we discuss results for two FOVs: no.2
(denoted as Blarge^) and no. 5 (denoted as Bsmall^)
FOV (mm2) Pixel size (μm) Lens
1 145 × 91 363.6 Nikon Micro-Nikkor 105 mm
2 131 × 82 327.9 Nikon Micro-Nikkor 105 mm
3 95 × 60 238.1 Nikon Micro-Nikkor 105 mm
4 50 × 31 125.0 Nikon Micro-Nikkor 105 mm
5 19 × 12 46.5 Nikon AF Micro-Nikkor 200 mm
6 14 × 9 35.5 Nikon AF Micro-Nikkor 200 mm
7 5.6 × 3.5 13.9 Infinity K2 DistaMax™
131 mm 19 mm
Large field of view Small field of view
Subset size
41 pixels
13.4 mm
Subset size
41 pixels
1.9 mm
31 pixels
10.2 mm
51 pixels
16.7 mm
31 pixels
1.4 mm
51 pixels
2.4 mm
Average speckle 
size: 4 pixels
Average speckle 
size: 8 pixels
(a) (b)Fig. 4 Speckle patterns used in
this study for the (a) Blarge^
(131 × 82 mm2) and (b) Bsmall^
fields of view (18 × 11 mm2). The
average feature size is 3-4 and 5-6
pixels across for the images in (a)
and (b), respectively. The yellow
squares indicate the extent of
candidate subset sizes analyzed in
this study
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frames), a small exposure time to avoid blurred images, and an
adequate spatial resolution to appropriately sample the field of
view of interest. Most importantly, capturing our dynamic
events require the ability to at least resolve displacements on
the order of a micron, particle velocities of 0.1 m/s, and strains
of 100 με. An important requirement to achieve this goal is
that the digital images acquired by the high-speed camera
need to have a low level of electronic noise.
To find a high-speed camera capable of capturing digital
images with the above specifications, we have tested state-of-
the-art camera technology, including gated-intensified, rotat-
ing mirror, and on-chip memories cameras, with either charge-
coupled device (CCD) or complementary metal-oxide semi-
conductor (CMOS) sensors. Gated-intensified cameras are
based on micro-channel plate (MCP) intensifiers that amplify
the light signal of the incoming photons. This allows gated-
intensified cameras to take images at very short exposure
times (on the order of nanoseconds). A series of images is
obtained by splitting the incoming light beam by means of a
beam splitter directing the light signal to individual CCD sen-
sors, typically 4 to 8 sensors, depending on the model. As a
consequence, gated-intensified cameras offer the highest
frame rates (up to 100 billion fps) and the lowest exposure
time (0.2 ns). The spatial resolution available with gated-
intensified cameras is also among the largest, up to 2000 ×
2000 pixels2 for cameras with a frame rate of 200 million
frames/s). However, due to the intensification of the light
beams before reaching the CCD sensors, the electronic noise
level is comparatively large. Another disadvantage of such
systems is that these cameras can record a limited number of
frames, which results in a sparse temporal resolution of the
entire event. Gated-intensified cameras have been used in the
past for digital image correlation applications [38, 40, 50] with
image pre-processing helping to reduce noise and optical dis-
tortions [38]. However, the gated-intensified systems we have
tested do not allow us to meet the stringent displacement,
velocity and strain requirements outlined above, and their
use for DIC applications seem to be more appropriate for the
highest frame rates were no other technology is available. An
example of the displacement fields associatedwith the dynam-
ic ruptures produced in our setup, and obtained through pro-
cessing the raw images with Vic-2D, are shown in Fig. 5(a)
and (b). These images were acquired with a gated-intensified
camera at 1 million frames/s, 50 ns exposure time and MCP
gain setting minimized to reduce noise. Though these images
provide some, limited, insight into the rupture process they are
hard to use in a quantitative sense and they are not amenable to
temporal or spatial differentiation to obtain particle velocity or
strain fields.
Rotating mirror cameras are high-speed systems based on a
rotating mirror, driven by either an electric motor or a gas
turbine, splitting the incoming light beam to multiple CCD
sensors arranged around a stator. These cameras are also
capable of high frame rates and large spatial resolution, for
example they can reach 4 million fps with 2000 × 2000 pixels2
resolution and they keep resolution constant at the highest
frame rate. These cameras can acquire a large number of im-
ages (on the order of 100) and can attain much lower noise
levels compared to gated-intensified cameras. Rotating mirror
cameras have been successfully used for dynamic digital image
correlation applications [28–30, 40] and other full-field tech-
niques [51]. However, rotating mirror cameras can pose tech-
nical difficulties to operate at the highest frame rates, as these
frame rates are achievedwith the highest rotating speeds, which
cannot be maintained for prolonged period of times. For in-
stance, a rotating speed of 12,500 rev/s may be required to
attain 1 million fps; maintaining this rotating speed for a
prolonged period of time, such as during calibration or while
waiting to trigger the experiment, can significantly reduce the
fatigue life of the mechanical components. Further, rotating
mirror systems, like gated-intensified cameras, achieve high-
speed image acquisition by having multiple CCD sensors
(one for each frame). Digital image correlation cannot be per-
formed sequentially on a series of images including frames
from different CCDs, as nominally identical images taken by
different CCDs are slightly different and correlating them
would produce important systematic errors. Typically the dy-
namic series of images is correlated with a matching reference
series taken before dynamic deformation by the same CCDs. In
a rotating mirror camera, selected CCDs can be purposely
skipped to achieve a desired frame rate for a given mirror ro-
tating speed, so it is not always straightforward to match two
image sequences, as two subsequent images in time may not be
taken by sequential CCDs.
High-speed camera systems capable of image acquisition
and recording on an individual sensor have been developed
in the last few years. One such camera is the Shimadzu
HPV-X, which has a CMOS sensor featuring multiple on-
chip memories, and can record up to 128 images at full
resolution (400 × 250 pixels2), or 256 at half resolution
[52, 53]. The HPV-X has been successfully employed in
combination with digital image correlation in a number of
recent studies [10, 11, 32, 35]. In this study, we employ the
HPV-X at full resolution. This technology allows us to cor-
relate each image with the chosen reference image within
the same dynamic set of images. Each pixel in the CMOS
sensor is also provided with noise reduction circuits. As a
result, dynamic images have a low noise level, which en-
ables us to process them digitally with pattern matching
algorithms and to produce a temporal evolution of displace-
ments, velocities, strains and stresses. One potential down-
side of this system is the low resolution (400 × 250 pixels2).
However, the actual spatial resolution of a displacement field
obtained with DIC depends on a combination of the physical
dimension of the subset size (see section BDigital image
correlation of dynamic shear ruptures^) and the camera
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resolution. Displacement fields obtained analyzing with DIC
low-resolution digital images, which contain a low noise
level, can result in finer spatial resolution compared to dis-
placement fields obtained from high-resolution but noisy
digital images. Another potential downside of this system
is the large exposure time (200 ns is the shortest), compared
to gated-intensified systems (on the order of nanoseconds).
Yet, this exposure time is adequate to capture sharp images
of our dynamic ruptures without significant blur. An exam-
ple of displacements fields obtained processing images ac-
quired with the HPV-X is shown in Figs. 5(c) – (h), and it
can be contrasted with the fields obtained with a gated-
intensified camera (Figs. 5(a) and (b)). Note that the inter-
face in Figs. 5(a) and (b) is inclined, while in Figs. 5(c)-(h)
is horizontal, as the camera has been rotated to align the
camera pixels with the interface.
( m)( m)Interface-parallel displacement Interface-normal displacement
Subset size
21 x 21 pixels
2
Subset size
41 x 41 pixels
2
Subset size
9 x 9 pixels
2
No “Fill boundary”
Subset size 
41 x 41 pixels2
Gated-intensified 
high-speed camera
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
x1
x2
10 mm
µ µ
Fig. 5 Full-field displacement maps showing the importance of high-speed camera noise, treatment of the interface by the correlation algorithm and
subset size. Interface-parallel (left column) and interface-normal (right column) displacements for tests performed with P = 25 MPa and α = 29°. (a-b)
Digital images acquired with a gated-intensified camera over a field of view of 42 × 28 mm2, and analyzed using a subset size of 41 × 41 pixels2. Note
that for this row only, the imaging window is not aligned with the interface. (c-h) Digital images acquired with the Shimadzu HPV-X over a field of view
of 131 × 82 mm2. Same test is analyzed with different algorithms and subset sizes: (c-d) 9 × 9 pixels2, and (e-f) 21 × 21 pixels2 subset sizes and analyzed
with the BFill boundary^ algorithm; (g-h) 41 × 41 pixels2 subset and analyzed without the BFill boundary^ algorithm
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Digital Image Correlation of Dynamic Shear Ruptures
The digital image correlation (DIC) method is used to analyze
the sequence of images acquired with the HPV-X high-speed
camera and to produce evolving displacement maps. We em-
ploy the correlation software Vic-2D (Correlation Solutions
Inc.) enhanced with the BFill boundary^ algorithm to capture
displacement discontinuities at the interface. The pattern
matching analysis is performed between each dynamic image
in the sequence and an image of the specimen, belonging to
the same sequence, taken before rupture arrival. The compo-
nents of displacement are computed with respect to the select-
ed reference configuration. Two important parameters in the
correlation analysis are the subset size and step size. For any
given subset, the 2D-DIC algorithm provides the two in-plane
displacement components at the subset center. Using smaller
subset sizes produces displacement maps with finer spatial
resolution. In turn, smaller subsets result in larger errors as
they contain less gray-level information. The choice of the
subset size is also influenced by the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR); smaller subset sizes can be used for tests with larger
SNR. The step size is the distance between the centers of two
nearest subsets. Smaller step sizes increase the density of dis-
placements maps, but also increase the computation time. In
this study, we present correlation results obtained using differ-
ent subset sizes to show their effect on spatial resolution and
measurement accuracy of dynamic shear ruptures (see section
BEffect of subset size in capturing dynamic rupture features^).
An example of displacement fields obtained with subsets of
sizes 9 × 9 and 21 × 21 pixels2, is given in Fig. 5(c)-(d) and
(e)-(f), respectively.
As noted earlier, most correlation algorithms are based on
the assumption of continuous displacement fields [12] and are
not well suited to resolve displacement discontinuities.
Among the various strategies proposed to treat crack prob-
lems, finite element based formulations featuring nodes with
enriched functions along the discontinuity have been pro-
posed [22, 23, 26, 27, 54]. These methods have been success-
ful in capturing crack behavior, especially for cases where the
crack path is not known Ba priori^. When there is a pre-
defined interface that confines the displacement discontinuity,
it is possible to employ two independent meshes on opposite
sides of the interface; the mesh size can be substantially small-
er than a corresponding subset size, if the fields are regularized
with mechanical constraints (e.g. [26]), and this allows to
achieve fine spatial resolution. Generally speaking, mechani-
cal regularization schemes produce accurate results for quasi-
static problems, for which there are obvious mechanical con-
straints such as static equilibrium, but they do not have a
straightforward extension to highly transient dynamic phe-
nomena. In contrast, the subset-based approach that we em-
ploy here does not introduce any mechanical interpretation of
the experiment, using only gray-level matching as a criterion,
and achieves regularization with the subset size, as illustrated
above. However, performing a correlation using a domain
containing displacement jumps, such as on the interface of
our sample, results in averaging displacements on opposite
sides of the interface, as subsets are placed across the inter-
face, and this prevents us from capturing the discontinuities
across the interface (Fig. 5(g) and (h)). In our previous study
using DIC for static laboratory earthquake measurements, we
used a low-frame-rate CCD camera with high resolution
(2048 × 2048 pixels2) and low noise levels [9]. That imaging
setup allowed us to use small subset sizes (31 × 31 pixels2)
compared to the image size and therefore it was possible to
resolve the discontinuous displacement field. In the present
case, because of the lower resolution of the high-speed camera
(400 × 250 pixels2), typical subset sizes (e.g. 41 × 41 pixels2)
are much larger compared to the image size and averaging of
the displacement on opposite sides of the interface compro-
mises the proper physical interpretation of the displacement
fields (Figs. 5(g) and (h)). Note that simply dividing the field
of view in two sub-domains, separated at the specimen inter-
face, would still result in missing the displacement jump as the
standard Vic-2D algorithm would only be able to produce the
displacement map up to half a subset away from the interface.
In the correlation analyses reported here, we use the BFill
boundary^ algorithm, developed by Correlated Solutions Inc.
with our contribution. The BFill boundary^ algorithm enables
us to perform correlations over two independent domains, sep-
arated at the specimen interface, computing displacement fields
up to half a subset away from the interface, and using affine
transformation functions to extrapolate the displacements from
the center of the subset up to the boundary set by the specimen
interface. An example of displacement fields obtained with the
BFill boundary^ algorithm is provided in Figs. 5(c) to (f) (see
also section BThe full-field displacement and velocity structure
of dynamic ruptures^). One limitation of this approach is that
the displacements on the interface are extrapolated and are not
the result of an actual correlation. This approach also produces
discontinuities at the correlation-to-extrapolation boundary
(half a subset away from the interface, on each side) in the
spatial derivatives ∂ui/∂x2, with i = 1, 2. The shear stress is
one such quantity revealing these artifacts (Fig. 3(c)). The band
around the interface, especially visible at the bottom panel of
Fig. 3(c) (t = 48μs), has a thickness of one subset size, which in
this particular case is 41 pixels or 1.9mm. Future developments
may include subsets for which the correlation is performed at
edge pixels, rather than at the central pixel. Another limitation
is that traction continuity is not ensured at the interface; we are
currently developing a technique that would ensure normal and
shear stress continuity on the interface (Tal Y., Rubino V.,
Rosakis A.J., Lapusta N., manuscript in preparation). Despite
its limitations, the current method does characterize the full-
field behavior of dynamic ruptures without introducing theo-
retical interpretations (Fig. 3).
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The displacement fields of the dynamic shear ruptures an-
alyzed in this study should have an anti-symmetric and sym-
metric pattern for the components parallel and perpendicular
to the interface, respectively, due to the symmetries of the
experimental setup. The fields produced by Vic-2D largely
exhibit these properties but with small deviations, likely be-
cause the two correlation regions (above and below the inter-
face) are analyzed independently and owing to measurements
errors. In order to enforce symmetry/anti-symmetry of the
analyzed fields and further reduce the effect of the measure-
ment error on the visualization of the full-field features, here
we consider a Bsymmetry-adjustment^ procedure where we
redefine the displacement field in the direction parallel to the
interface u1(x1, x2) to be anti-symmetric as follows:
~uabove1 x1; x2ð Þ ¼ ðuabove1 x1; x2ð Þ−ubelow1 x1; x2ð Þ=2, for x2 > 0,
and ~ubelow1 x1; x2ð Þ ¼ ðubelow1 x1; x2ð Þ−uabove1 x1; x2ð Þ=2, for x2 <
0; and the displacement field in the direction perpendicular to
the interface u2(x1, x2) to be symmetric as:
~u2 x1; x2ð Þ ¼ ðuabove2 x1; x2ð Þ þ ubelow2 x1; x2ð Þ=2, across the en-
tire field.
Post-Processing of the Displacement Fields
In order to compute velocity and strain fields, we filter high-
frequency noise from the displacement fields. Typical local
Gaussian filters result in locally averaging displacement infor-
mation and smoothing out sharp or discontinuous variations.
Here, we employ the Non-Local-Means (NL-means) filter [9,
55–57] to smooth displacement fields. In contrast with local
filters, which smooth each pixel with neighboring pixels re-
gardless of their content, the NL-means filter accounts for the
Bcontext^ surrounding each pixel. This is achieved by consid-
ering windows (neighborhoods) around each pixel and com-
paring them to neighboring windows. The windows are then
averaged with Gaussian weights, where larger weights are
assigned to windows that express a higher degree of similarity.
This procedure enables efficient image de-noising, preserving
sharp features and large gradients. The NL-means filter
operates with the following input parameters: the size of the
neighborhood N, the search area dimension Ω, which defines
the span over which the search of similar neighborhoods is
computed, and the noise parameter h, related to the noise level
of the signal. In all cases analyzed in this study, we use:N = 3 ×
3 pixels, Ω = 21 × 21 pixels, and h = 0.5. We found that a sec-
ond iteration of the NL-means filter with the same parameters
helped to further smooth the displacement fields without loss of
information. We have also investigated the effect of filtering
parameters both on the displacement and strain fields. The
above reported parameters achieve displacement smoothing
yet maintaining intact the original signal pattern. An example
of filtered displacement sequence is shown in Fig. 3(a). The
particle velocity maps are produced by time differentiation of
the displacement fields, using the central difference scheme. An
example of velocity fields sequence is provided in Fig. 3(b).
Strains are computed from the filtered displacement fields
using the finite difference approximation [10], as detailed in
Appendix 1. Strain rates are obtained through time differenti-
ation of the strain fields, using the central difference scheme:
εαβ(i, j, k) = (εαβ(i, j, k + 1) − εαβ(i, j, k − 1))/2, where α, β = 1,
2. Stress fields are obtained from strain fields using the stan-
dard plane-stress linear elastic constitutive equations, and as
detailed in Appendix 1. The symmetry-adjusted velocity,
strain, strain rate, and stress fields are computed, using the
symmetry-adjusted displacement fields. An example of snap-
shots of the symmetry-adjusted shear stress fields is given in
Fig. 3(c).
Capturing the Full-Field Behavior of Dynamic
Ruptures
In this section, we demonstrate how the selection of the field
of view and subset size can be adjusted to the level of desired
resolution and accuracy and tuned to capture dynamic rupture
features (Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13). We have per-
formed tests with fields of view ranging from 145 × 91mm2 to
5.6 × 3.5 mm2 (Table 1). All fields of view in Table 1 are
imaged employing Nikon prime telephoto lenses (see section
BHigh-speed diagnostics^), except for the smallest field of
view (FOV no. 7), which is imaged using a long distance
microscope (model Infinity K2 DistaMax™). In this study,
we discuss the field of view 131 × 82 mm2 (FOV no. 2 in
Table 1), which we refer to as Blarge FOV^ in the following,
and the field of view 19 × 12 mm2 (FOV no. 5 in Table 1),
which we refer to as Bsmall FOV .^ These two fields of view
have been chosen as each represents an example of a FOV that
either is capable of capturing the rupture features in the far
field or allows achieving a higher level of accuracy in a small
area in the proximity of the rupture tip. Note that the full-field
maps are cropped and their size is slightly smaller than the
reported FOV size. Digital images are acquired at 1 and 2
millions frames/s, for the large and small FOV, respectively.
The Full-Field Displacement and Velocity Structure
of Dynamic Ruptures
Here we analyze the full-field behavior of two experiments
conducted using the large and small FOVand under similar
experimental conditions: the far-field applied loads are P =
25.2 MPa and P = 23 MPa for the experiment with the
large and small FOV, respectively, while the interface in-
clination angle is α = 29° in both specimens. These exper-
imental configurations have been chosen as they are
known from previous experiments to produce dynamic
ruptures with strong signal-to-noise ratio; and therefore
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such ruptures can be used to evaluate the ability of digital
image correlation to capture rupture features. Since the
ruptures are triggered using the same nucleation procedure
and develop under similar far-field loading conditions,
they display similar behavior. Both experimental condi-
tions result in ruptures propagating at supershear speeds,
as expected by previous tests performed in analogous con-
ditions and as evidenced by tracking the rupture tip posi-
tion along the interface. Snapshots of the displacement and
velocity fields are given in Figs. 6-10. The two frames
shown are taken at 66 and 46 μs after rupture nucleation
for the large and small FOVs, respectively.
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Fig. 6 Interface-parallel displacement for similar ruptures captured with the two fields of view shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1. (a-b) Full-field maps
obtained by using a subset size of 41 × 41 pixels2 and by filtering the resulting fields as discussed in the text. (c-d) Displacement vs. position along the
interface, tracked one pixel below the interface, for three different subset sizes (the legend marks the width of the subset in pixels) and unfiltered fields,
together with a curve obtained from filtering the field of subset size 41 × 41 pixels2. (e-f) Displacement vs. position along path perpendicular to the
interface, for the case of 41 × 41 pixels2 subset size and three processing approaches: no BFill boundary^ algorithm, with BFill boundary^ but no filtering,
and with BFill boundary^ and filtering. Note that left the panels have different axes ranges from the right panels. The filtered and unfiltered curves
obtained with the largest subset size are on top of each other, indicating that the unfiltered fields are already well smoothed by the subset size. However,
small differences not visible in these fields become more important for strain and strain rate fields
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The displacement fields of Figs. 6 and 7 have been obtained
performing correlation analyses using a subset size of 41 × 41
pixels2 for both image sets. Due to the different pixel sizes, this
subset size results in the different physical area sizes: 13.4 ×
13.4 mm2 and 1.9 × 1.9 mm2 for the large and small FOV,
respectively (Fig. 4 and Table 2). The full-field images of the
interface-parallel displacement show that the displacement dis-
continuities are well captured in both cases (Fig. 6(a) and (b)).
The interface-parallel displacement maps show the bottom half
moving in the positive x1 direction (rightward) and the top half
moving in the negative x1 direction (leftward), consistent with a
mode II shear rupture. The interface-parallel displacement,
tracked one pixel below the interface, is plotted vs. position
in Fig. 6(c) and (d). These curves show the rapid increase of
interface-parallel displacement behind the rupture tip, up to
~180 and 48 μm in the selected snapshots, for the large and
small FOV, respectively. To show the difference between the
enhanced Vic-2D algorithm and the standard formulation in
resolving displacement discontinuities across the interface, we
plot the interface-parallel displacement vs. position on a coor-
dinate perpendicular to the interface (Figs. 6(e) and (f) for the
larger and smaller fields of view, respectively). The plots indi-
cate that the BFill boundary^ algorithm is able to capture the
expected sharp displacement discontinuities at the interface,
with two rectangular domains separated at the interface, i.e.
no subsets across the interface. This is an important develop-
ment since, without this feature, it would not be possible to
study the rupture behavior along the interface. In contrast, the
standard correlation with no BFill boundary^ algorithm has one
domain encompassing the whole field of view and has subsets
across the interface that contain information about both halves
of the field of view moving in opposite directions. As a result
this algorithm averages the displacement on opposite sides of
the interface, underestimating the net displacement jump. Note
that the interface-parallel displacement fields without and with
the symmetry adjustment are quite similar and hence the fields
with the symmetry adjustment are not shown.
The interface-normal displacement maps are also generally
consistent with shear rupture deformation indicating that the
two sides of the interface are moving together in the interface-
normal direction as dynamic sliding is occurring (Fig. 7(a) and
(b)). The interface-normal displacement obtained with the
large field of view indicates that the interface moves as much
as 16μmdownward behind the rupture tip (Fig. 7(e)), with the
magnitude of downward displacement increasing symmetri-
cally away from the interface, up to about −25 μm (Figs. 7(a)
or (c)). The interface-normal displacement map produced with
the small field of view highlights another important feature: an
upward motion of the interface in front of the rupture tip,
ahead of the downward motion. The positive displacement is
localized on a small region around the interface with the peak
of about 5 μm on the interface (Fig. 7(f)). Note that such
downward and upward movements of the interface are
expected for shear ruptures due to compressional and dilata-
tional quadrants created by the shear rupture around its tip
(e.g., [2]); our full-field imaging procedure allows us to cap-
ture and quantify this movement.
Close inspection of the field reveals small interface-
normal displacement discontinuities along the interface
(Fig. 7(a) and (b)) in some places, which is not expect-
ed for ruptures in our experimental setup captured be-
fore the reflections from the specimen boundaries come
in (e.g., [5]). This minor apparent discontinuity is likely
due to the fact that the two domains are correlated and
extrapolated towards the interface independently in the
BFill boundary^ algorithm, without applying continuity
constraints along the interface. (We are currently devel-
oping algorithms that would ensure continuity of normal
and shear stress along the interface; Tal et al., manu-
script in preparation.) To correct this artifact, we employ
the Bsymmetry-adjustment^ procedure described in the
section BDigital image correlation of dynamic shear
ruptures^. The interface-normal displacement obtained
by using the Bsymmetry-adjustment^ procedure is shown
in Fig. 7(c) and (d) for the large and small fields of
view, respectively. A comparison of the interface-normal
displacement along the interface for the symmetry-
adjusted and standard fields is shown in Fig. 7(g) and
(h). The symmetry-adjustment procedure also results in
further smoothing the fields. Note that the symmetry-
adjusted fields result in qualitatively, and often quanti-
tatively, similar conclusions about the along-interface
properties compared to the original fields; for example,
we checked that the conclusions about dynamic friction
in [10] are the same for both fields. Note also that there
are cases where normal displacement discontinuities are
physically possible and indeed expected in rupturing
systems, in which case it would not be appropriate to
apply the symmetry adjustment. Indeed, for faults meet-
ing the free surface at an angle, normal stress reduction
and even opening is expected (depending on the fault
angle and pre-stress level) as the rupture approaches the
free-boundary due to the asymmetric rupture interaction
with the specimen’s surface [8]. Also, in bimaterial sys-
tems, the different material behavior on the two sides of
the interface may also result in normal stress reduction
or even in complete interface opening depending on the
levels of both bimaterial contrast and the far field ap-
plied pre-stresses [3].
By now, it is clear that, using the large field of view, we
cannot resolve all features of the displacement fields obtained
using the small field of view. To further illustrate this conclu-
sion, we compare the displacement maps obtained with the
small field of view to a zoomed-in version of the large field of
view. The close up is taken near the rupture tip, in the rectan-
gular white box marked in Figs. 6(a) and 7(a) so that the size
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of the zoomed-in field is the same as that of the small field
(Fig. 8). The interface-parallel displacement maps of the two
FOVs, obtained by using both the standard and symmetry-
adjustment procedure, are in good agreement (Fig. 8(a) and
(b); Fig. 8(e) and (f)). However, the upward motion of the
interface-normal displacement captured by the small FOV is
missed by the large FOV (Fig. 8(c) and (d); Fig. 8(g) and (h)),
which only shows the downward motion of the interface.
Subsequent snapshots of the zoomed-in field reveal hints of
positive displacement in the interface-normal displacement,
though not as well resolved as in the small FOV. Note that
the top panels of Figs. 6 and 7 are plotted using different
displacement ranges, while all panels of Fig. 8 use the same
displacement range for comparison. In addition, the magnified
version of the interface-normal displacement for the large field
of view, obtained with the standard correlation approach re-
veals moremarked deviations from symmetry (Fig. 8(c)) com-
pared to the small field of view (Fig. 8(d)), making it likely
that they are the result of correlation and extrapolation errors
which are larger for the larger FOV. These deviations from
symmetry are corrected by employing the Bsymmetry-
adjustment^ procedure (Fig. 8(g) and (h)).
The interface-parallel and interface-normal velocities are
shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The interface-parallel velocity is
characterized by the formation of two distinct shock fronts,
pressure and shear [11]. While shear shock fronts are expected
for supershear ruptures and have been observed experimental-
ly before using photoelasticity, e.g. [1, 7, 45, 46], pressure
shock fronts were not thought to be attainable until recently
[11], as spontaneously propagating ruptures are believed not
to be able to travel faster than the pressure wave speed, at least
not according to classic theories of rupture developed for iso-
tropic linear-elastic solids [60–63]. We have recently demon-
strated that such features are indeed shock fronts by showing
that they satisfy well-known kinematic relationships and that
the apparent violation of classic theories is due to local mate-
rial stiffening associated with the strain-rate-dependent mate-
rial behavior of polymers [11]. The strain-rate dependence of
Homalite-100 [11, 58] results in increased wave speeds near
the high-strain-rate region of the rupture tip compared to the
wave speeds of the material in the far field, which is
deforming at lower strain rate. The pressure shock front is
formed as the pressure waves emitted at the rupture tip of
the spontaneously propagating rupture coalesce in the low-
strain-rate region away from the rupture tip. Because of the
formation of the pressure shock front, these ruptures can be
regarded as supersonic with respect to the far-field wave
speeds of the solid. Tracking the rupture tip along the interface
(Fig. 9(e) and (f)) yields rupture speeds VLFOVr ¼ 2:4 km=s
and VSFOVr ¼ 2:25 km=s , where VLFOVr and VSFOVr are the
measured rupture speeds for the case of large and small
FOV, respectively. Both ruptures propagate at a near-
constant speed within the field of view, indicating steady prop-
agation, larger than the far-field wave speeds of the solid.
Several experimental studies of shear ruptures in polymers
[2, 7, 45, 46, 59, 64–66], including Homalite and PMMA, have
reported rupture speeds similar to those reported here and in
[11], but their analysis only accounted for uniformly increased
elastic constants due to strain rate effects which is not expected
to result in the formation of pressure shock fronts. Previous
experiments conducted under similar experimental conditions
[7, 46] as the ruptures presented here may have produced su-
personic ruptures, but it was not possible to recognize them as
such since photoelasticity, used in previous versions of the
setup, is sensitive to the maximum shear stress and cannot
capture pressure shock fronts (Fig. 2(a)). In fact, even when
using DIC to plot the maximum shear stress, pressure shock
waves are not visible (Fig. 2(b)). Imaging and quantifying the
heterogeneous strain rate field (see section BHigh-Speed
Measurements of Strains and Strain Rates^ and Fig. 13) induc-
ing spatially varying effective elastic properties is a crucial step
in explaining the formation of the pressure shock front and
could not be achieved with previous diagnostics.
The interface-parallel velocity fields of Fig. 9(a) and (b)
also show remarkable similarity with the molecular dynamics
simulations of shear cracks [67–70]. In these numerical sim-
ulations, supersonic ruptures are obtained by modeling the
material as stiffening with strain. Such material modeling also
leads to higher elastic properties and wave speeds near the
rupture tip region compared to the far-field elastic properties,
and results in ruptures becoming supersonic. However, in our
experimental ruptures, the stiffening mechanism is viscoelas-
ticity rather than large-strain hyperelasticity, as the polymers
tested are highly strain-rate sensitive but our experiments do
not have large strains near the rupture tip [11].
The interface-normal velocity maps captured by the two
FOVs show the interface-normal velocity being negative in
two symmetrical wedge regions, peaking at about ~3 m/s
(Fig. 10(a) and (b) for the standard procedure; Fig. 10(c) for
Fig. 7 Interface-normal displacement for similar ruptures capturedwith the
fields of view shown in Fig. 1. (a-b) Full-field displacement maps obtained
by using a subset size of 41 × 41 pixels2 and by filtering the resulting fields.
(c-d) Symmetry-adjusted fields obtained using the procedure described in
the text. (e-f) Displacement vs. position along the interface for three differ-
ent subset sizes (the legend marks the width of the subset in pixels) and
unfiltered fields, together with a curve obtained from filtering the field of
subset size 41 × 41 pixels2. (g-h) Comparison between the standard and
symmetry-adjusted solution for two different subset sizes. The interface
moves up and down, as captured by the small field of view, due to the
compressional and dilatational off-interface lobes created by the rupture.
The large field of view analyzed with the largest subset size (41 × 41
pixels2) only captures the downward motion, because of the comparatively
large size of the subset compared to the localized region of upward motion,
as emphasized in Fig. 8. The field produced with the smallest subset size
(21 × 21 pixels2) does capture the upward interface motion but its higher
noise level affects the computations of strains and strain rates. Note that left
the panels have different axes ranges from the right panels
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the symmetry-adjusted fields). These wedge regions of nega-
tive interface-parallel velocity form between the shear and
pressure shock fronts. The interface-normal velocity field
imaged with the small FOV additionally captures a region of
positive velocity near the rupture tip (peaking at 1.5 m/s on the
interface), followed by a smaller swing (~0.9 m/s) in the
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negative direction (Fig. 10(e)). This behavior is highlighted by
plotting the interface-normal velocity vs. position along the
interface (Fig. 10(f)). The large FOV lacks the resolution to
capture this finer structure of the velocity field (Fig. 10(a) and
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Fig. 8 Comparison of the full-field displacement captured by the large (a-c-e-g), and small (b-d-f-h) fields of view, near the rupture tip, with a subset size of 41 ×
41 pixels2. The large FOVis zoomed-in close the rupture tip into a region of the same size as the small FOV, shown by the rectangular box in Fig. 6(a) and 7(a).
The top four panels (a-b-c-d) are obtained by correlating the images and filtering the fields; the bottom four panels (e-f-g-h) are obtained by employing the
symmetry-adjustment procedure explained in the text. The interface-parallel displacements (a-b) and (e-f) are in broad agreement, while the interface-normal
displacement of the large FOV in (c) and (g) does not resolve the region of the positive displacement captured by the small FOV in (d) and (h)
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(c)). Intermediate fields of view (FOV no. 3 and 4 in Table 1)
show an increasingly finer velocity resolution that enables
capturing the positive velocity swing. This highlights the need
of performing experiments with imaging windows tailored to
capture different structures of the rupture fields.
High-SpeedMeasurements of Strains and Strain Rates
The full-field strain maps are given in Figs. 11 and 12. Since the
DIC analysis is performed using as reference configuration the
image of the loaded specimen, taken immediately before rupture
arrival, the strainmaps characterize the strain changewith respect
to the state of deformation prior to rupture propagation and they
do not provide the absolute strain level (see section BCapturing
Dynamic Ruptures with the High-speed Digital Image
Correlation Method^). The strain change maps have the advan-
tage of isolating the effect of dynamic rupture propagation from
the deformations due to static preloading.
The interface-parallel strain field indicates that the portion
behind the rupture tip of the upper (lower) half of the imaging
window is under a state of tension (compression), as shown in
Fig. 11(a) and (b) for the large and small FOV, respectively, in
line with the left-lateral propagation of the rupture. The strains
obtained from symmetry-adjusted displacement fields are given
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Fig. 9 Interface-parallel velocity for similar ruptures captured with the fields of view shown in Fig. 1. (a-b) Full-field velocity maps obtained by using a
subset size of 41 × 41 pixels2 and by filtering the resulting fields. (c-d) Symmetry-adjusted fields obtained using the procedure described in the text. (e-f)
Velocity vs. position along the interface. Figure 9(a) ismodified from [11]. Note that the small deviations from anti-symmetry in the fields of Fig. 9(a) and
(b) are corrected by the Bsymmetry-adjustment^ procedure (Fig. 9(b) and (d))
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in Fig. 11(c) and (d). It can be observed that there is a qualitative
similarity between interface-parallel strain and interface parallel-
velocity (Fig. 9). They both have an anti-symmetric field butwith
inverted polarity. This is consistent with the relation
u
:
1 ¼ −V r ε11, valid under the assumption of rupture propagation
at steady state, where u
:
1 ¼ ∂u1=∂t is the interface-parallel veloc-
ity, ε11 = ∂u1/∂x1 the interface-parallel strain, and Vr is the rupture
speed. The interface-parallel strainmap also displays the pressure
and shear shock fronts (Fig. 11(a) and (b)). Tracking the
interface-parallel strain along the interface shows a peak in strain
immediately behind the rupture tip and then a drop to a lower
strain level (Fig. 11(e) and (f)), while tracking it perpendicularly
to the interface shows the discontinuity across the interface line
(Fig. 11(g) and (h)). The strain behavior captured by the two
fields of view is qualitatively the same, but the higher accuracy
of the small FOVallows us to better interpret strain variations in
the near field. In particular, the peak strain levels measured by the
large FOV are lower compared to those measured by the small
FOV, against the expectation of them being the same or larger,
due to the slightly higher level of static preload. This is probably
the effect of averaging displacements over the comparatively
larger physical dimension of the subset size.
The full-field map of the interface-normal strain shown in
Fig. 12(a) and (b) (Fig. 12(c) and (d)) indicates that the region
behind the rupture tip and immediately above (below) the
interface is in compression (tension). The large FOV also
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Fig. 10 Interface-normal velocity for similar ruptures captured with the fields of view shown in Fig. 1. Full-field velocity maps obtained (a-b) by using a
subset size of 41 × 41 pixels2 and filtering the displacement fields, and (c-d) by also including the symmetry- adjustment procedure. (e-f) Velocity vs.
position along the interface. The interface-normal velocity map obtained with the small FOV captures a symmetric region of positive velocity near the
interface, which is not resolved by the large FOV
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Fig. 11 Interface-parallel strain for the large (left column) and small (right column) fields of view. Full-field strain maps obtained (a-b) by using a subset
size of 41 × 41 pixels2 and filtering the displacement fields, and (c-d) by also including the symmetry adjustment. (e-f). Interface-parallel strain vs.
position along the interface.(g-h) Interface-parallel strain vs. position perpendicular to the interface
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captures two anti-symmetric wedge-shaped features
(Fig. 12(a) and (c)), which develop between the shear and
pressure shock fronts as a result of the symmetric wedge struc-
tures present in the interface-normal displacement (Fig. 7(a))
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Fig. 12 Interface-normal strain for the large (left column) and small (right column) fields of view. Full-field strain maps obtained (a-b) by using a subset
size of 41 × 41 pixels2 and filtering the displacement fields, and (c-d) by also including the symmetry-adjustment procedure. (e-f) Interface-normal strain
vs. position along the interface. (g-h) Interface-normal strain vs. position perpendicular to the interface
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Fig. 13 Interface-parallel strain rate for the large (left column) and small (right column) fields of view. Full-field strain maps obtained (a-b) by using a
subset size of 41 × 41 pixels2 and filtering the displacement fields, and (c-d) by also including the symmetry- adjustment procedure. (e-f) Interface-
parallel strain rate vs. position along the interface. (g-h) Interface-normal strain rate vs. position perpendicular to the interface. The large imagingwindow
captures the far-field structure of the dynamic rupture, including the dilatational and shear Mach cones but does not capture peak values of the strain rate.
The small imaging window focuses on the rupture tip and can resolve strain rate values
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and velocity (Fig. 10(a)). The negative (downward) interface-
normal displacement loads in tension the strain wedge above
the interface, and in compression the strain wedge below the
interface. At the same time, the interface-normal displacement
being negative in the off-interface region and near zero around
the interface and behind the rupture tip leads to a compressive
(tensile) region above (below) the interface. The small FOV
displays only some traces of the antisymmetric wedge features
(Fig. 12(b) and (d)), since they fully develop outside the im-
aged area, so the small FOV is not adequate for capturing the
complete structure of the interface-normal strain.
The full-field map of the interface-parallel strain rate dis-
plays an increase (decrease) in strain rate at the rupture tip
above (below) the interface, followed by a decrease (in-
crease). This pattern is consistent with the region above
(below) the interface undergoing a state of tension
(compression) as the rupture propagates. Behind the peak
in the interface-parallel strain, levels of strains are lower
(Fig. 11) and this leads to the strain rate changing sign.
Towards the back of the rupture strains are nearly constant
which result in nearly zero strain rates. This structure can
also be inspected by tracking the interface-parallel strain rate
along (Figs. 13(e) and 14(f)) and perpendicularly (Fig. 13(g)
and (h)) to the interface. The interface-parallel strain imaged
with the large FOV displays the two sets of pressure and
shear shock fronts (Fig. 13(a)) but the pressure shock front is
more prominent since ε˙ 11 is sensitive to compression/dila-
tion. The faint trace of the shear shock front is due to some
coupling in the deformations. While the large FOVallows us
to visualize the formation of these shock fronts, the small
field of view (Fig. 13(b)) allows us to better resolve the level
of strain rate. In fact the peak of ε˙11 along the interface
obtained with the small FOV is ~ 4.5 ∙ 103 s−1 (Fig. 13(f)),
while by the large FOV is only ~ 0.7∙103 s−1 (Fig. 13(e)),
due to the spatial smoothing deriving from a larger physical
size of the subset.
High-Speed Measurements of Stress and Friction
The total shear stress is computed by adding the
(nonuniform) shear stress change inferred from DIC to
the resolved (uniform) shear stress level computed from
the applied far-field load P and inclination angle α, as
detailed in BPost-processing of displacement fields^ and
Appendix 1. Selected snapshots of the total shear stress
are shown in Fig. 3(c) for the case of small FOV, and the
maximum shear stress is shown in Fig. 2(b), for the same
case. The stress fields shown in these figures are computed
from the symmetry-adjusted displacements. The shear
stress map indicates an increase in stress level ahead of
the rupture tip up to a peak level and then a drop to a
dynamic, residual level. The ratio of shear to normal stress
gives the friction coefficient. Using this technique, we can
compute the friction evolution for spontaneously propagat-
ing ruptures, at any point along the rupturing interface, and
to study its dependence on any other variables, such as slip
(i.e. relative displacement across the interface) or its rate,
slip velocity [10]. Slip and slip velocity functions are ob-
tained by tracking, along the interface, the interface-
parallel displacement (Fig. 3(a)) and velocity (Fig. 3(b)),
respectively. For example, we have recently been able to
observe the initial (transient) frictional strengthening with
rapidly increasing slip rate, called the Bdirect effect,^
which results as the rupture tip traverses the point of ob-
servation in the interface and creates a sudden increase in
interfacial sliding from almost zero sliding speed to more
than ten meters per second. This transient increase of fric-
tional resistance associated with a positive jump in sliding
speed (slip velocity) is predicted by rate-and-state friction
formulations available in the literature [10, 71, 72]. As the
rupture tip completely traverses the observation point,
steady-state sliding conditions are eventually established
in its wake. During that process, rapid weakening of fric-
tion with slip velocity is observed, down to a residual
level, due to the shear stress drop and constant normal
stress level at the interface. This behavior has been ob-
served for a range of experimental conditions and has re-
vealed enhanced dynamic weakening with slip velocity at
steady state, consistent with the activation of flash heating
[10, 73–76]. The dependence of friction on slip velocity,
combined with other effects, has been already shown by
several laboratory experiments [64, 72, 75, 77–79].
However, typical friction experiments impose slip-
velocity histories and measure the resulting averaged fric-
tion resistance, assuming uniform sliding at the interface
Table 2 Subset size in pixels and
mm for the large and small fields
of view discussed in this study
(FOVs no. 2 and no. 5,
respectively)
Subset size (pixels2) Large FOV (131 × 82 mm2) Small FOV (19 × 12 mm2)
9 × 9 2.9 0.4
15 × 15 4.9 0.7
21 × 21 6.9 1.0
31 × 31 10.2 1.4
41 × 41 13.4 1.9
51 × 51 16.7 2.4
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under consideration. In contrast, our dynamic measure-
ments, enabled by ultrahigh-speed DIC, allow tracking of
local friction evolution for individual spontaneously prop-
agating ruptures and do not depend on the assumption of
uniform sliding at the interface [10].
Effect of Subset Size in Capturing Dynamic Rupture
Features
In order to explore the role of subset size in resolving the full-
field maps and reducing noise, we perform correlation analyses
employing a range of subset sizes (Table 2). The interface-
parallel displacement is tracked along the lower side of the inter-
face for the larger and smaller fields of view in Fig. 6(c) and (d),
respectively. Likewise, Fig. 7(c) and (d) trace the interface-
normal displacement profile along the interface. The displace-
ment vs. position curves shown are obtained from correlation
analyses performed with three subset sizes: 21 × 21 pixels2,
31 × 31 pixels2, and 41 × 41 pixels2. The displacement profiles
obtained from correlations performed with smaller subset sizes
(21 × 21 pixels2 and 31 × 31 pixels2) are able to capture the rup-
ture behavior, and they follow closely the displacement profiles
obtained with the larger subset size (41 × 41 pixels2). However,
as expected the correlations with smaller subset sizes display
significantly noisier curves compared to the larger subset size.
Containing the noise level is especially important when differen-
tiating the displacement fields in time and space to obtain veloc-
ities, strains and strain rates (see Figs. 8-13). Hence, we chose the
larger subset size (41 × 41 pixels2). To smoothen the displace-
ment fields and reduce noise levels further, we filter displacement
components with the NL-means filter (see section BDeveloping
the High-speed Digital Image Correlation Method in the
Laboratory Earthquake Setup^). The effect of filtering is notice-
able in the displacement fields (Figs. 6 and 7), but it becomes
more apparent in the velocity (Figs. 9 and 10) and particularly in
the strain (Figs. 11 and 12) and strain rate fields (Fig. 13).
An important question to ask when selecting the subset size is
whether a given subset size is capable of resolving all relevant
physical features of interest, while providing at the same time
fields smooth enough to be amenable for velocity and strain
computation. The interface-parallel velocity vs. position along
the interface plot (Fig. 9(c)) shows the velocity rapidly increasing
behind the rupture tip, reaching a peak, and then decaying to
near-constant level for all correlations shown in the plot, with
the correlation performed using a subset size of 21 × 21 pixels2
showing larger oscillations. One peculiar feature of the interface-
parallel velocity curve corresponding to a subset size of 21 × 21
pixels2 is a smaller peak ahead of the main peak, not captured by
the larger subset sizes, which may at first appear to be the result
of noise in the correlation analysis. Previous observations of our
laboratory raptures indicate that the Bdouble peak^ is actually a
physical feature of the rupture due to the reflection of the shear
shock front on the rear surface of the specimen [10, 46]. To
confirm that this is a physical feature and not an artifact due to
noise, we compare the interface-parallel velocities obtained by
DIC measurements to simultaneous measurements at the same
locations performedwith laser velocimeters. In a recent study, we
presented a comparison of DIC with velocimeters measurements
for an intermediate imaging area size (50 × 31 mm2, FOV no. 4
of Table 1), which indicated excellent agreement between the
two measurements [10]. However, it is not clear whether the
large physical dimension (Table 2) of the subset size (13.4 ×
13.4 mm2) employed in the large FOV (131 × 82 mm2, FOV
no. 2 of Table 1) is adequate to resolve important rupture features.
To address this point, we show a comparison between velocim-
eter measurements and velocity time histories (for a point at the
center of the FOV), obtained formDIC analysis of the large FOV
and employing two subset sizes, at the opposite ends of the size
range analyzed to emphasize the differences. The velocimeter
measurements are performed at two locations, immediately
above and below the interface, respectively. Here we report the
results for the velocimeter measurement just below the interface,
as the one above is symmetric and leads to the same conclusions.
The velocimeter trace clearly shows the presence of two peaks in
the particle velocity time history (Fig. 14(a)). The interface-
parallel velocity time history obtained from DIC analysis using
the subset 9 × 9 pixels2 well captures the double peak, but it
exhibits a large noise level with oscillations of amplitude on the
same order of magnitude as the two peaks (Fig. 14(a)) making it
difficult to differentiate noise oscillations from real signal, in the
absence of an independent velocimeter measurement. The
smallest subset size that enables us to clearly tell apart the two
peaks from noise oscillations is 15 × 15 pixels2 (not shown). Yet,
the noise level is still important and the strain and strain rate fields
obtained with this subset size are severely affected, making their
interpretation difficult. Increasing the subset size reduces noise
level but compromises spatial resolution. The velocity time his-
tory obtained using a subset of 41 × 41 pixels2 has a significantly
lower noise level, but it fails to capture the double peak
(Fig. 14(a)).
To illustrate this point further, we compare the particle ve-
locity measured by the velocimeter at the two peaks (marked
as A and B in Fig. 14(a)) and at the trough in between (marked
as C in Fig. 14(a)) with corresponding DICmeasurements as a
function of the subset size (Fig. 14(c)). The plot shows that the
double peak is resolved for subset sizes smaller than 21 × 21
pixels2 (6.9 × 6.9 mm2). The three velocity peaks measured by
DIC are also reported for the case of small FOV in Fig. 14(d).
It is not possible to perform the comparison with velocimeters
in this case as the retro-reflective tape needed as target for the
laser velocimeters would be too large with respect to the field
of view and would compromise the correlation. Nonetheless,
we observe that the velocity time histories obtained using
subsets of different sizes for the small FOVall lead to recover
the double peak in particle velocity (Fig. 14(b) and (d)). The
correlation performed with the smallest subset size (9 × 9
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pixels2) displays some discrepancy compared to the larger
subset sizes, due to higher noise level occurring for this small
subset. We can use the velocity spatial profile on the interface
of this well-resolved FOV to determine the spacing between
peaks and get an insight on the maximum subset size to be
used to resolve these features. The peak-to-peak distance is
~14 mm and the peak-to-trough distance is ~ 7 mm
(Fig. 14(b)). We observe that subset sizes whose physical di-
mension is larger than the smallest relevant length scale
(~7 mm) fail to resolve the double peak in the velocity field
(Fig. 14(c)). Only subsets smaller than 21 × 21 pixels2 (6.9 ×
6.9 mm2) in the large FOV can resolve the double peak struc-
ture. This is consistent with the fact that it is not possible to
resolve sinusoidal displacements with a period smaller than
the subset size [80]. On the other hand, all subset size consid-
ered for the small FOV can resolve it, since they are all smaller
than the spacing between the characteristic length scale
(Table 2).
In summary, using a subset size smaller than the size of
the physical feature to capture ensures appropriate resolu-
tion of the feature, but selecting larger subset sizes, at the
cost of filtering out small-length-scale features, allows us
to obtain smoother fields and to highlight large-length-
scale features that otherwise would be obscured by noise.
For example, the plots of the interface-parallel strain vs.
position (Fig. 11(e)–(h)) reveal that the lower subset size
choice of 21 × 21 pixels2 is not able to capture the strain
behavior as the physical interpretation of the curves is
compromised by noise, while the subset size of 41 × 41
pixels2 effectively filters out noise for both cases of field
of view shown. The same conclusion is true for all other
components of strain and strain rates (Figs. 11-13). This
Small field of view (d) 
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C
Large field of view (c) 
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C
Velocimeter 
measurements 
(b) 
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C
(a) 
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Velocimeter 
Fig. 14 (a-b) Velocity time histories for a pixel just below the interface and at the center of the field of view for the large and small field of views,
respectively. A velocimeter measurement corresponding to the same location is included for comparison, for the case of the large field of view. (c-d)
Interface-parallel velocity vs. subset size for the case of large and small fields of view, respectively. The two peaks (denotedA and B in Fig. 14(a) and (b))
and the troughs (denoted as C) in the velocity time history are tracked as a function of the subset size. Solid datapoints indicate the DIC measurements.
Velocimeter measurements (available only for the large FOV) are reported as dashed lines
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justifies the use of a comparatively large subset size even
when it filters out some important features. To resolve
small-length-scale features we conduct dedicated tests
with smaller fields of view. Keeping the same subset size
in pixels results in a smaller physical size of the subset.
Characterization of the Measurement Error
The measurement accuracy is affected by a number of
factors including the electronic noise of the camera, light-
ing variations during the observation time window, sub-
optimal speckle pattern, subset size employed for the cor-
relation analysis, and the correlation algorithm [81–84, 80,
85]. There are several ways to quantify the measurement
error and to single out separate error sources. For example,
an approach to evaluate correlation algorithms consists in
analyzing images deformed experimentally or numerically
by a known (uniform or otherwise) displacement field and
quantifying the difference between the known fields and
the correlation results [86]. Using this approach it is pos-
sible to determine the spatial resolution that can be
achieved by a given correlation algorithm for a given sub-
set size by finding the minimum length scale that can be
resolved of a known displacement field of variable spatial
frequency [86]. In this section, we assess the measurement
error by correlating nominally identical images and using
the resulting displacement fields as a quantification of the
uncertainties. While this error quantification cannot be
used to assess the goodness of the correlation algorithm
to capture the highly dynamic transients associated to the
propagation of our dynamic ruptures it can be used in a
comparative sense, to assess the uncertainties due to the
speckle pattern employed, high-speed camera noise, envi-
ronmental factors (such as lighting variations through the
image sequence), and analysis parameters (such as subset
and step size, and filtering parameters).
Selection of Speckle Pattern
We produced six different types of speckle arrangement to
assess the pattern that minimizes the measurement error.
All patterns are obtained by coating the specimen surface
with a uniform layer of Krylon® flat white paint for plas-
tics and then applying a random black-speckle pattern.
The patterns differ by the average speckle size, size dis-
tribution and density of the speckle features. The black
speckles are deposited by either a dot-on-dot application,
where the size of the feature is set by the pen point size, or
by spraying a fine mist of black paint. We consider four
patterns whose speckles are obtained with the dot-on-dot
technique and two patterns obtained with the spray paint
technique. For the dot-on-dot patterns, the speckles can be
either small (sampled by a patch of approximately 3 × 3
pixels2) or large (sampled by a patch of 6 × 6 pixels2); and
the feature distribution can be either dense or sparse,
based on whether the distance between features is the
same or larger than the average feature diameter. The four
combinations of patterns are denoted in Fig. 15 by their
feature size and density as: large dense (Fig. 15(a)), small
dense (Fig. 15(b)), large sparse (Fig. 15(c)), small sparse
(Fig. 15(d)). The two patterns obtained with the spray
paint technique are produced by either a coarse or fine
mist of paint. The two patterns are denoted as: spray
coarse (Fig. 15(e)) and spray fine (Fig. 15(f)). Since it is
difficult to fine-tune the speckles size when using the
spray paint technique, even with an airbrush, the feature
size distribution is much broader with this speckling tech-
nique than in the case of the dot-on-dot technique.
In comparing different types of speckle patterns we em-
ploy the Shimadzu HPV-2 high-speed camera, which is a
similar system to the Shimadzu HPV-X used in all other
tests of this study. Since both high-speed camera sensors
are based on multiple on-chip memories, we expect con-
clusions found by comparing patterns with the HPV-2 to
hold with the HPV-X though the actual error levels would
be different. For this reason, the error measurements pre-
sented in this section are normalized with respect to the
reference values of the pattern that produces the lowest
error levels.
Two nominally identical images of each type of speckle
pattern are taken with the HPV-2 camera. For each pair of
images we perform a correlation analysis with a subset
size of 21 × 21 pixels2. We use the displacement fields
obtained from these correlations as an estimate of the mea-
surement error produced by each pattern. We conduct a
statistical analysis over the displacement fields to deter-
mine the bias and standard deviation for each pattern.
The speckle pattern that provides the smallest values of
bias and standard deviation over those analyzed is the
BSmall dense^ pattern (Fig. 15(b)), produced with the
dot-on-dot technique. Note that the standard deviation
levels are typically an order of magnitude larger than the
bias (e.g. see Fig. 16 for the speckle pattern of Fig. 4(a)),
and therefore are more important to characterize the error.
The actual values of bias and standard deviation are not
given here, for each case of speckle pattern of Fig. 15.
Instead, to facilitate the comparison between patterns,
Table 3 presents the error estimates normalized with re-
spect to the BSmall dense^ pattern. The patterns BLarge
dense^ and BSpray fine^ also provide relatively low error
levels. One shortcoming of the BLarge dense^ pattern is
actually not linked to the speckle size but to the clustering
of several particles with consequent loss of gray scale
gradient over a length scale comparable to that of the
subset size. This results in a standard deviation 20% larger
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compared to that of the BSmall dense^ pattern. De-
clustering of features improves the performance of this
pattern and makes its error level comparable to the small
dense pattern. In fact, the error levels of the images in Fig.
2(a) and (b) are very similar. The BSpray fine^ pattern has
the advantage of being relatively easy and fast to produce
but producing a pattern by spray paint has limited capa-
bility of controlling particle size and density, resulting in a
higher error variance (30-40% larger compared to the
BSmall dense^ pattern). Since the Shimadzu cameras have
multiple on-chip memories, a smaller part of each pixel is
photosensitive. The photosensitive portion of the sensor is
referred to as fill factor. The CMOS sensor of the HPV-X
camera has 128 on-chip memories/pixel and a fill factor of
37% [53]. By comparison, conventional CCD sensors
have rather higher fill factors, typically larger than 90%
[41]. As a consequence, features that may be detected by
sensors with a higher fill factor may not be captured by
this sensor. This is why to avoid spatial aliasing it is im-
portant to make sure that speckles are well sampled, by at
least 3-4 pixels across. We prefer the dot-on-dot technique
as it gives the smallest error and allows us to control the
speckle size within a very narrow range as opposed to the
spray paint, which can easily result in features smaller
than 3-4 pixel and produce spatial aliasing. The remaining
three patterns perform poorly because they do not contain
dense enough information within the length scale of the
subset size chosen.
21 x 21 
pixels2
Large dense Small dense
Large sparse Small sparse
Spray coarse Spray fine
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Fig. 15 Comparison of several
speckle patterns imaged with the
Shimadzu HPV-2. Top four
patterns are produced with
markers of different thicknesses.
Bottom two patterns are produced
with spray paint. The pattern in
panel (b) minimizes the
measurement errors
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Quantification of the Measurement Accuracy
for Displacement, Strain and Stress Fields
Since the BSmall dense^ pattern provides the smallest er-
ror, we produce speckle patterns on our specimens based
on the same characteristics as this pattern (Fig. 4(a)) or a
de-clustered version of the large dense arrangement (Fig.
4(b)). Both patterns of Fig. 4 have well separated features
(no clustering) and a speckle size sampled by patches 4 – 8
pixels in diameter. To characterize the error associated with
the measurements presented in this paper, we take a se-
quence of nominally identical images of both the speckle
patterns of Fig. 4 with the Shimadzu HPV-X camera, the
same camera used for the dynamic sequence, and we use
the same optics and lighting settings as for a dynamic test.
The sequence comprises 128 images taken at 1 million
frame/s and with 200 ns of exposure time. Images are cor-
related taking the first frame in the set as reference and
using the subset sizes of Table 2.
The correlation analysis produces a sequence of interface-
parallel and interface-normal displacement fields whose devia-
tion from zero displacement provides an error estimate.
Performing the statistical analysis provides a time series of stan-
dard deviations and means (or biases) for each displacement
component (Fig. 16). To obtain one combined value of bias
and standard deviation for the whole sequence and for each
component of displacement, we compute the bias of the se-
quence as a mean of the means, and the combined standard
deviation as the squared root of the combined (or overall) vari-
ance (Appendix 2).
To show the magnification effect on the measurement error,
we compare the overall probability distribution functions obtain-
ed for the two fields of view studied above. When the displace-
ment uncertainty is measured in pixels the error characteristics of
the two fields of view are similar, indicating that the speckle
pattern used, as well as other experimental conditions, are similar
for the two cases. The probability distribution functions of the
interface-parallel displacement (measured in pixels)
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Fig. 16 Displacement error analysis conducted on a sequence of nominally identical images for the large FOV, comprising 128 frames. Each image in the
sequence is correlated with the first image of the set, as in a dynamic experiment. The discrepancy from zero is taken as measure of the error. The
displacement error fields are subsequently filtered. Mean and standard deviation are computed for each error image and then a combined value is found
for the sequence, as explained in the text. (a) Mean and standard deviation of the interface-parallel displacement error vs. frame number. (b) Probability
distributions obtained for each frame are shown in red. The probability distribution obtained with the combined mean and standard deviation is shown in
blue
Table 3 Correlation performed
with Vic-2D. Subset: 21 × 21
pixels2, Step 1 pixel. The small
dense pattern is the one providing
the smallest error. Bias and
standard deviations are
normalized by those of the small
dense pattern
Configuration Interface-parallel displacement Interface-normal displacement
Bias Standard deviation Bias Standard deviation
a) Large dense 5 1.2 0.7 1.2
b) Small dense 1 1 1 1
c) Large sparse 4.5 2.1 2.1 2.4
d) Small sparse 17.5 2.7 0.6 2.7
e) Spray coarse 7.75 2.1 11.4 2.3
f) Spray fine 6.25 1.3 1.1 1.4
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characterizing the full sequence of images obtained for the large
and small FOVare shown in Fig. 17(a), for the unfiltered corre-
lation analyses performed with a subset size of 41 × 41 pixels2.
The probability distribution function of the interface-parallel
component of displacement (not shown in the plot) is similar.
While measuring the error in pixels is a useful non-dimensional
assessment of the effect played by the several factors influencing
the measurement, it is important to quantify the error in the
relevant physical length scale to assess the accuracy of our dy-
namic ruptures measurements. The pixel error measurements are
converted to micrometers multiplying them by the pixel size,
which is 327.9 μm/pixel for the large and 46.5 μm/pixel for
the small fields of view, respectively (Table 1). As a result, the
displacement error for the large FOV is approximately 7 times
larger compared to the case of small FOV (Fig. 17(b)), when
measured in microns.
The subset size plays a key role in controlling the measure-
ment error. To quantify its effect, as well as the role of
magnification, we plot the overall standard deviation vs. subset
size for both displacement components and fields of view, with
the measurement error expressed in pixels and microns in
Fig. 17(c) and (d), respectively. The plots show the standard
deviation rapidly decreasing with increasing subset size. The
standard deviation expressed in pixels is larger for the case of
small FOV, as its average speckle size is larger and subset sizes
contain less gray level variations. However, this difference only
becomes important for subset sizes smaller than 21 × 21 pixels2.
For example, using a subset size of 9 × 9 pixels2, the interface-
normal standard deviation of the small FOV is 22% larger than
the large FOV,while for a subset size of 41 × 41 pixels2, it is only
4% larger. When the measurement error is expressed in microns,
the standard deviation is much larger for the case of large FOV,
due to themagnification effect. For instance, the interface-normal
standard deviation of large FOVis larger by a factor of 5.7, using
a subset size of 9 × 9 pixels2, and it is 6.7 times larger for a subset
size of 41 × 41 pixels2. Another way of expressing the effect of
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the magnification factor is to track the interface-normal displace-
ment error along the interface for both large and small FOVand
using correlationswith three different subset sizes for comparison
(Fig. 18). As expected, the displacement error measured in pixel
is similar for the two FOV (Fig. 18(a) and (b)), while it is
significantly different when it is expressed in microns
(Fig. 18(c) and (d)).
In order to quantify the strain measurement uncertainties,
we use the displacements fields obtained from nominally iden-
tical images to compute strain fields (see section BPost-
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processing of the displacement fields^) and we take the devi-
ations from zero of these strain fields as an estimate of the
strain error. We analyze the sequence of strain errors statisti-
cally analogously to the treatment of displacement errors. As
expected, increasing the subset size reduces the measurement
error, and filtering the displacement fields before computing
strains results in even smaller errors (Fig. 19). For example,
the pooled standard deviation of the interface-parallel strain is
152.0 microstrains for a subset of 31 × 31 pixels2, and drops to
95.2 microstrains for a subset of 41 × 41 pixels2. Filtering the
displacement fields before computing strains lowers the stan-
dard deviation to 18.6 microstrains.
Conclusions
Quantitative full-field visualization of highly transient phe-
nomena such as dynamic shear ruptures has required us to
tackle a threefold challenge. First, the stringent specifications
on temporal and spatial resolution of displacements, veloci-
ties, strains and strain rates make the high-speed camera
choice not a trivial task. Only recently the advances in high-
speed camera technology have made it possible to record a
large number of images at a high enough frame rate with a low
enough noise level, making them suitable for ultrahigh-speed
digital image correlation applications. Yet, these improve-
ments come at the cost of lower spatial resolution and com-
paratively larger exposure times. We have concluded, after
extensive testing of state-of-the-art technology, that the benefit
of lower noise level outweighs the drawback of lower resolu-
tion when it comes to analyzing images with correlation algo-
rithms, where noise minimization is paramount. Second, re-
solving the interfacial discontinuities, associated with rupture
propagation, requires appropriate correlation algorithms and
post-processing approaches. We have used an enhanced ver-
sion of the commercial code Vic-2D, the development of
which was motivated by our requirements and which is capa-
ble of resolving displacements discontinuities on the interface.
This algorithm enables imaging many discontinuity features,
as shown in this work. However, this approach is based on
extrapolating displacements computed, by correlation, half a
subset size away from the interface and does not guarantee
continuity of tractions along the interface. Enforcing the ex-
pected symmetries in displacements for the specific experi-
ments studied in this work removes some of the associated
artifacts and highlights features that do not depend on the
associated error. We are currently working on developing al-
ternative approaches that would satisfy interfacial conditions
without introducing any other theoretical interpretation in the
measurements. Third, the complex rupture behavior results in
the formation of features spanning a range of length scales,
which cannot be captured by a unique set of experimental and
analysis parameters. By employing both large and small fields
of view, we have designed experiments tailored to visualize
either larger-scale or localized features, and we have chosen
analysis parameters in order to compromise between fine res-
olution of sharp rupture features and noise mitigation through
spatial averaging. In summary, due to the complex interplay of
all these factors, resolving the spatiotemporal features of dy-
namic ruptures is only possible by the meticulous selection of
multiple experimental and analysis parameters.
This study highlights the wealth of information that is pos-
sible to obtain about the behavior of shear ruptures by
ultrahigh-speed photography combined with digital image
correlation. The level of detail at which we can now study
shear ruptures was, until recently, only attainable with numer-
ical simulations. Using ultrahigh-speed DIC, we have recently
been able to visualize new phenomena, such as the formation
of pressure and shear shock fronts associated with supersonic
ruptures [11], and to more accurately measure quantities that
were only possible to obtain in an average sense, such as
evolving dynamic friction histories inferred by tracking indi-
vidual, transiently growing, rupture events without invoking
the assumption of uniform interfacial sliding [10]. Indeed,
using ultrahigh-speed DIC tailored to study dynamic rupture
has significantly expanded the horizon of observable quanti-
ties and phenomena. The application of this method can en-
able the study of the full-field behavior of many other key
rupture characteristics, including crack-like vs. pulse-like be-
havior, attenuation of the particle motion away from the inter-
face, and rupture interaction with the free surface, among oth-
er highly transient dynamic phenomena.
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Appendix 1: Computation of the Strain
and Stress Fields
The strain fields are computed from the displacement fields by
means of a finite difference scheme. Away from the bound-
aries, we use the central difference scheme:
ε11 i; j; kð Þ ¼ u1 i; jþ hs; kð Þ−u1 i; j−hs; kð Þ2hssp ; ð1Þ
ε22 i; j; kð Þ ¼ u2 iþ hs; j; kð Þ−u2 i−hs; j; kð Þ2hssp ; ð2Þ
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ε12 i; j; kð Þ ¼ 12 −
u1 iþ hs; j; kð Þ−u1 i−hs; j; kð Þ
2hssp
þ u2 i; jþ hs; kð Þ−u2 i; j−hs; kð Þ
2hssp
 
; ð3Þ
where u1(i, j, k) and u2(i, j, k) are the interface-parallel and
interface-normal displacement components, respectively, for
pixel (i, j) and frame k, expressed in microns; 2hs defines the
stencil size and s is the step size, both expressed in pixels; p is
the pixel size, expressed in microns. Here, we take hs = 1 pixel.
Note that the minus sign in ε22(i, j, k) and in the first term of
ε12(i, j, k), is due to the fact the that the row index i increases in
the opposite direction of the x2 axis. Close to the interface, we
use the backward or forward difference scheme to compute
strains above and below the interface, respectively. Below the
interface, the forward difference approximation reads:
ε11 i; j; kð Þ ¼ u1 i; jþ 2hs; kð Þ−4u1 i; jþ hs; kð Þ−3u1 i; j; kð Þ2hssp ; ð4Þ
ε22 i; j; kð Þ ¼ −u2 iþ 2hs; j; kð Þ þ 4u2 iþ hs; j; kð Þ−3u2 i; j; kð Þ2hssp ; ð5Þ
ε12 i; j; kð Þ ¼ 12
n
−
u1 iþ 2hs; j; kð Þ þ 4u1 iþ hs; j; kð Þ−3u1 i; j; kð Þ
2hssp
þ
þ −u2 i; jþ 2hs; kð Þ þ 4u2 i; jþ hs; kð Þ−3u2 i; j; kð Þ
2hssp
o
ð6Þ
The stress fields are computed from the strain fields
employing the standard plane-stress linear elastic constitutive
equations. Since Homalite is a strain-rate dependent material,
we use the dynamic Young’s modulus Ed = 5.3 GPa [58], corre-
sponding to high-strain rates, to compute the dynamic stress
change [10, 59], together with a Poisson’s ratio of ν = 0.35.
The displacement fields are computed using the loaded specimen
configuration (before rupture) as reference, so the strains and
stresses computed from these fields are changes over the refer-
ence configuration. To recover the actual level of stress, we add
the computed levels of normal and shear pre-stresses
(σpre22 x1; x2ð Þ ¼ σ0 and σpre12 x1; x2ð Þ ¼ τ0, respectively) to the
DIC measured stresses as:
σ22 x1; x2; tð Þ ¼ σpre22 x1; x2ð Þ−ΔσDIC22 x1; x2; tð Þ ð7Þ
σ12 x1; x2; tð Þ ¼ σpre12 x1; x2ð Þ−ΔσDIC12 x1; x2; tð Þ ð8Þ
where σ22(x1, x2, t) and σ12(x1, x2, t) are the total levels of nor-
mal and shear stresses, respectively, and ΔσDIC22 x1; x2; tð Þ and
ΔσDIC12 x1; x2; tð Þ are the normal and shear stress changes ob-
tained from DIC. The total normal stresses, as well as the pre-
stresses, are positive in compression, following the
geomechanics sign convention, while the stress changes
obtained from DIC are expressed using the solid mechanics
sign convention; this is why the second term at the right hand
side of Eq. (7) is negative. For left lateral ruptures, such as
those analyzed in this study, the shear stress on the positive
face of a material element (e.g. with normal x1) is positive
when acting in the negative axis direction (of the x2 axis); this
explains the minus sign in Eq. (8), since this sign convention
is opposite to the one adopted in solid mechanics. For a right
lateral rupture, the shear stress on the positive face of a mate-
rial element is positive when acting in the positive axis direc-
tion and therefore the second term at the right hand side of Eq.
(8) should have a positive sign. This convention allows ex-
pressing stresses most commonly encountered as positive
quantities. For example, the constant level of shear stress
τ0 = 9.8 MPa before rupture arrival in Fig. 3(a) is positive in
this sign convention, and the stress change due to the rupture
propagation results in a shear stress drop, in analogy to the
study of natural earthquake ruptures. The procedure of adding
the computed levels of pre-stress to the measured ones to
obtain the total level of stress is justified by the fact that the
resolved levels of shear and normal pre-stress are nearly uni-
form along the interface [10]. The uniformity of pre-stresses in
our experiments is supported by earlier studies providing di-
rect evidence using photoelastic images of preloaded speci-
mens and indirect evidence through repeatability of ruptures
in different experiments performed under the same far-field
experimental loading [5, 6, 46]. The uniform distribution of
normal and shear pre-stresses is also consistent with the near-
steady rupture propagation through our observation window.
Appendix 2: Computation of the overall
variance
The overall variance can be computed equivalently as the
variance of the combined datasets or as the sum of the mean
of the variances and the variance of the means [87]. It can be
easily shown that:
∑
p
k¼1
∑
m
i¼1
∑
m
j¼1
u i; j; kð Þ−μð Þ2 ¼ ∑
p
k¼1
qks
2
k þ ∑
p
k¼1
qk uk−μð Þ2 ð9Þ
where u(i, j, k) is either the interface-parallel u1(i, j, k) or
interface-normal u2 (i, j, k) displacement field at each frame
k, μ is the grand mean of the combined frames, uk and s2k are
the mean and the variance of the kth frame, respectively. There
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are p = f − 1 independent groups of measurements, where f =
128 is the number of frames, with the size of each group being
qk =m x n = 250 x 400 pixels
2, and the total number of mea-
surements being N ¼ ∑pk¼1qk . Since qk = q is the same for all
frames, the right-hand side of Eq. (9) can be recast to express
the combined variance s2c as:
s2c ¼
1
p
∑
p
k¼1
s2k þ
1
p
∑
p
k¼1
uk−μð Þ2 ð10Þ
The sequence of uk and sk vs. frame number is shown in
Fig. 16(a), for the interface-parallel displacement component
captured with the large FOVand analyzed with a subset size of
41 × 41 pixels2. These values are used to produce Gaussian
functions gk uð Þ ¼ 1= sk
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2π
p 
∙exp − u−ukð Þ2= 2s2k
  
for
each frame, while the overall mean and standard deviation
produce a probability distribution function for the entire data
set (Fig. 16(b)).
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